INTRODUCTION

The World By Cycle expedition is a bicycle circumnavigation of the world that explores the origin stories of everyday things, bringing Adventure Learning to classroom education!

The Adventure Learning program Ride To Learn thematizes global citizenship, sustainability, and humane education through a variety of engaging and interactive multimedia teaching resources.

The main objective of Ride To Learn is to provide a supportive environment in which participants can create and collaborate on solutions to the real life global challenges they learn about in the context of a live cycling expedition.

PROGRAM FEATURES

- Adventure Learning model inspires curiosity and promotes collaborative, solution-focused creativity.
- Online learning environment fosters 21st century skills including digital literacy.
- Multi-use platform is ideal for both classroom and independent study.
- Participants can follow adventurers as they cycle around the world making connections with people and understanding the planet.

OUR TEAM

Come from diverse teaching, technology, design and leadership backgrounds with broad experience the application of online learning. Collectively we bring innovative thinking, a solution-focused perspective, teaching and leadership experience to the Ride To Learn program.

Our global team consists of members in Australia, North America, Europe, Central and East Asia, enabling our program and platforms to reflect a global perspective.